
BRASH, CONVINCING, SLY. The Trickster knows that nothing in Dragonia is 
truly what it seems. You love exposing the true nature of the dragons around 

you, their joy and sorrow at your jokes and illusions a welcome sign that 
you’ve played your cards just right. After all, the Darkness will have won if 
the dragons of Dragonia become nothing but hulking, grumpy spoilsports.

THE TRICKSTER

COLORS

NAME (circle one)

Dyrathion

Fall

Merbrush

Lelipti

Tef

Zeblek

THE TRICKSTER EPYLLION PLAYBOOKS

Antennae, Curling horns, Hardened skull, Whiskers

Iridescent hide, Scaled skin, Shelled, Sleek fur

Scarred snout, Thin beak, Underbite, Wide jaw

Barbed Tail, Braided tail, Prehensile tail, Whip tail

Boney digits, Manicured claws, Paws, Splayed fingers

Angular body, Flat body, Fluid body, Twisty body

THERE ARE FIVE AGES of a dragon lifespan. Each time your XP track fills, select an 
advancement from the list and erase your XP track. When you have taken all three 
advancements, you grow into your next age. 

As you grow your connection to the Moons changes and shifts. Every time you take an Adult 
advancement, cross off one moon. You can no longer call on that moon for strength. 

ADULT ADVANCEMENT

 ¨ take another move from your playbook
 ¨ take +1 to any stat (max +3)
 ¨ advance your signature move

1. RAW SCALED DRAKE

XP:

Moons +0

XP:

4. BEARDED DRAGON
 ¨ take a ritual of your House
 ¨ advance your signature move

Moons +2

XP:

5. ELDER DRAGON
 ¨ your House dedicates a stronghold to you
 ¨ retire your character; arise as a Mystic or Ancient 

Moons +3

 ¨ take another move from your playbook
 ¨ take +1 to any stat (max +3)
 ¨ advance your signature move

2. WINGED DRAKE

XP:

Moons +0

XP:

3. LONG-TOOTHED DRAGON
 ¨ take another move from another playbook
 ¨ take +1 to any stat (max +3)
 ¨ advance your signature move

Moons +1

VOID LIBERTY STONE SPIRIT STORM

LOOK (circle one in each)

FELLOWSHIP 

     is a fellow prankster, a lover of tricks and jokes just 
like you. Explain how they once got one over on you, and give them a Friendship Gem.

You know        looks to you when they want to get into 
trouble. Ask them how you exemplify their virtue and take a Friendship Gem from them. 

    gave you their trust and confidence at a time when you 
knew you didn’t deserve it. Ask them why they believed in you, and give them a Friendship Gem.

EVERYONE INTRODUCES THEIR DRAKES by name, look, and color. Then list your 
Clutchmates’ names in the blanks below and go around again to read aloud your fellowship ties. 



AND CHOOSE ONE MORE:

TRICKSTER MOVES: YOU GET THIS ONE

THE LONG GAME: When you reveal how an earlier failure is part of your larger 
plan, describe your machinations and roll +Charm. On a 10+, pick 2. On a 7-9, pick 1. 

• you’ve created an opportunity; the DM will tell you how you or an ally can claim it.
• you’ve seized a position or resource; take +1 ongoing when you make use of it.
• you’ve hidden something important; tell the DM why it might be revealed again. 

On a miss, you’re the one who is blindsided by your own cleverness; your feint plays 
right into the hands of your opposition to disastrous and immediate effect.

Signature Move Advancement: Mark a new potential benefit to your increasingly 
complex schemes. When you roll The Long Game, you may also find that:

 ¨ you’ve discovered a secret; ask the DM a question, and they will answer honestly.
 ¨ you’ve rallied your friends; tell one clutchmate (your choice) to clear a Shadow.
 ¨ you’ve secured your next move; take 10+ instead of rolling to act despite danger.
 ¨ you’ve attracted a new ally; your opposition will have to deal with them first. 

Tell the DM how one of your enemies taught you this new trick, intentionally or not.

A TONGUE OF SILVER: When you mislead or trick a dragon with fanciful 
stories or invented histories, roll +Charm instead of +Cunning. On a miss, your 
falsehoods cost you much more than the truth could have charged. 

WOLF’S CLOTHING: When you pretend to ally yourself with a gullible enemy, 
roll +Charm. On a hit, they truly believe that you have switched sides, at least for 
now. On a 10+, take +1 ongoing to maintain the ruse. On a miss, they demand proof of 
your loyalties right now; give it to them, and they’ll welcome you with open arms.

MIRROR IMAGE: When you are trapped or injured, return a Friendship Gem 
and roll +Charm. On a hit, you reveal that your form was merely an illusion. On a 10+, 
your true location is still hidden from your enemies. Take +1 forward and tell the DM 
when you are ready to reveal yourself. On a 7-9, you are immediately discovered, but 
the confusion gives you an opportunity; the DM will tell you how to seize it. On a 
miss, something interfered with your clever plans to escape; mark a Shadow!

VIEW FROM WITHIN: When you study another dragon in their home or 
workplace, add the following options to the list:

• What habits do you keep up day-to-day?
• What do your friends truly think of you?
• What mistakes do you regularly make?

When you use the information you gleaned to impersonate the dragon you studied, 
you may take a 10+ instead of rolling the first time you need to mislead, distract, or 
trick a dragon about your false identity. 

YOU SEE THE TRUTHS that everyone else avoids. They are so gullible, misled by the 
sweet lies of those who knows better. And you do know better, enough to trick everyone 
into doing things your way. Make sure your clutch knows how they’ve been duped, how they 
dance like puppets on your strings. You are the Trickster. Return from your Shadowself when 
a friend convinces you that some dragons will stand with you of their own free will.

SHADOWSELF

SHADOW TRACK
THE SHADOW TRACK represents how much hold the Darkness has on your dragon.

You can mark Shadows in any order. When you mark a Shadow, you must take the action 
associated with the Shadow. When you mark the last Shadow, you lose yourself to the 
Darkness and become your Shadowself. While you are lost to the Darkness, do not mark 
any further Shadows, even if a move asks you to do so.

ANGER
• Lash out at a friend.
• Break something valuable
• Escalate a delicate situation

SHAME
• Blame a friend for your mistakes
• Mock or belittle someone vulnerable
• Seek isolation or solitude

DOUBT
• Question a friend’s loyalty
• Steal something valuable
• Reject a tradition of Dragonia

FEAR
• Hide something from your friends
• Avoid a difficult task
• Exaggerate the danger of the situation

HOUSE & OBLIGATION (choose one)

TESSITH, The House of Diamond
Show kindness to a dragon who needs a friend. 

ROTHSCAR, The House of Gold
Trick someone into helping you build something.  

VIRTUE  
(circle one)

Audacity

Wit

STATS: ADD ONE TO one of these.

Starting Stats: Charm +1, Courage +0, Cunning -1
CHARM COURAGE CUNNING
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